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Synthesis of aluminum nanoparticles in various liquids
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High-rate and low-cost synthesis of nanoparticles by plasmas in liquids can be

achieved [1]. When spark discharges are ignited in a dielectric liquid, a strong heating

of the electrode material occurs, producing a metallic vapor from which nanoparticles

grow by condensation. However, the control of this process is quite arduous. Several

size distributions of particles are commonly obtained but the way they are created is

not yet precisely known.

We investigate here how nanoparticles, made from aluminum electrodes are

synthesized in three different dielectric liquids: water, heptane and liquid nitrogen. To

do so, discharges are triggered one at a time by a nanosecond high-voltage (+15 kV)

switch in microgap conditions (100 µm gap distance) to better control the number of

discharges and their reproducibility.

Nanoparticles are characterized by TEM. Particles with diameters larger than 100 nm

exhibit a Al
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-core/Al-shell structure. Smaller nanoparticles are amorphous alumina

as shown by Electron Energy Loss Spectroscopy, whatever the dielectric liquid. The

origin of oxygen in alumina nanoparticles is necessarily due to air oxidation for

discharges in heptane and liquid nitrogen when the as-produced nanoparticles are

taken out of the liquid. For water, the oxidation process is not straightforward but likely

in two steps as it can be inferred from time-resolved optical emission spectroscopy.

This diagnostic shows different behaviors for each liquid. In the case of water, Al (308

nm) and O (777 nm) emission lines appear at the en of the spark, when the

background emission starts decaying. On the other hand, the AlO (484 nm) emission

begins 200 ns after the end of the spark, 100 ns after the rise of the Ha line. A

two-step oxidation process is then likely. In heptane, the Al (208 nm) line starts shortly

after breakdown, 150 ns before the end of the spark when the C

2

 Swan system starts

emitting.
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